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North Korean satellite tumbling in orbit, U.S. officials say.
Satellite tumbling in orbit.

Baku, 09.02.2016, 13:22 Time

USPA NEWS - North Korean satellite launched into space on Sunday, 7 February, is now "tumbles in orbit", CBS television reported
US officials.
It's the second time the North has tried but failed to put a satellite into stable orbit.

North Korea actually claims to have put four satellites into orbit, but the first two have never been confirmed by anyone else.
However, experts worldwide agree it got one into orbit in 2012 and NORAD, which is hardly a propaganda mouthpiece for Pyongyang,
now has both that and the satellite launched on Sunday on its official satellite list.
Kwangmyongsong 4, the satellite launched Sunday, has the NORAD catalog number 41332 and Kwangmyongsong 3-2, launched in
2012, is 39026. They are described as Earth observation satellites, and weigh about 220 pounds apiece.
Their main applications, according to Pyongyang, are monitoring the weather, mapping natural resources and forest distributions and
providing data that might help farmers improve their crops

No signals from the previous satellite, which North Korea claimed transmitted the "Song of General Kim Il Sung" and "Song of General
Kim Jong Il" after achieving orbit, have ever been confirmed by outside observers.
Signals from the new satellite had also yet to be detected. Amateurs and experts alike are doing their best to listen in around the world,
but it is unclear exactly what frequency the satellite is supposed to be using, or what it will be transmitting.
The international community condemned North Korea's long-range rocket launch, calling it a banned test of ballistic missile technology
and another "intolerable provocation." The U.N.'s most powerful body pledged to quickly adopt a new resolution with "significant" new
sanctions.

Article online:
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